
Turn Point on Stuart Island (US) is a sharp turn (see chart
below), and presents a distinct collision risk since the shipping
lanes are narrow there and currents can run well over 2 knots.
In 2002, Canadian and US Coast Guard authorities agreed on
navigation rules for ships over 100m in length in Haro Strait.
The two coastguards have established a Special Operating
Area (SOA) at the corner, see chart below). 

To the south, inbound vessels are required to wait to enter
the SOA until any outbound vessels have crossed a line
between Arachne Reef and Turn Point (about halfway through
the turn). To the north, outbound vessels must not enter the
SOA until any inbound vessel has essentially completed the
turn.  

Overtaking is allowed in the Turn Point SOA only if there
is no opposing traffic. In any event, ships must maintain a
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Photo:  Paul Petrie

Saturday, May 17, 6:42pm, Brooks Point, South Pender. Four ships are on the move, three headed east and one west. Island Trader
oil barge (centre front) is estimated to be 200m off the shore.  Glorious Ace (left) is heading west at 15kn, passing between Ever
Unity (21kn) and Island Trader (9 kn), which has come from the north (down Swanson Channel), pushed by the tug Island
Monarch forming an ATB (Articulated Tug and Barge) unit.  At the right of the photo are the cruise ship Celebrity Century, the
Turn Point Special Operating Area navigational channel, and Haro Strait. For more information on Turn Point SOA and details
on the sea room need to navigate this busy area, see chart and article below. This area is also prime Orca J Clan feeding
territory.

‘Standard of Care’ for Haro Strait
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separation of half a nautical mile; a similar separation must be
observed between ships following each other. Vessels must stay
0.3 nautical miles from Turn Point itself.

Vessels overtaking in Haro Strait are expected to establish
safe passing arrangements by radio communications:
southbound, no later than reaching Gowlland Point;
northbound, no later than reaching a line abeam Danger Shoal
Light and Horn Buoy. 0
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